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The Way Things Are 
Across Ontario, support services for individuals with complex 
medical, physical and intellectual disabilities is funded by the 
Ministry of Health (MoH) through its Local Health Integration 
Networks (LHINS), and the Ministry of Children, Community 
and Social Services (MCCSS), both working through 
hundreds of Transfer Payment Agencies (TPA’s) across the 
Province who provide the actual care, and sometimes 
housing. The LHINS are now being restructured into new 
health agencies such as the Ottawa Health team. The TPA’s 
then provide care for persons assigned to their care from 
wait lists maintained by these agencies.  
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ODSP 

The Province has offered  a 
one-time $100 supplement to 
t h o s e r e c e i v i n g O D S P 
payments. Simply call one’s 
case manager and request the 
supplement for food, cleaning 
and/or medicine. 

Participation House 

Participation House London 
has recently been funded by 
t h e C h a m p l a i n L H I N t o 
provide complex physical care 
in Ottawa under the Ontario 
Ministry of Health. (https://
www.participationhouse.com) 

Apple Store Rideau 

The Apple store conducted a 
free 2 hour accessibil i ty 
training session for V&C.            
6 people attended and the 
feedback was positive. Is there 
interest in regular sessions? 
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Voices and Choices, like Plant-a-Home in London, has carried 
out cost analyses, and concluded that when it comes to 
complex care needs, Care Comes First. The cost of 4-6 hours 
of care per day can be in excess of $100,000/year. Housing 
can then be developed, either publicly funded or on a 
shared-equity basis, to meet the needs of each person in 
preferred settings; group homes, congregate dwellings, 
neighborhood homesharing or independant living units in 
mixed residential settings. There is no “one size fits all”. 

The journey from home to independance for young adults 
and their families is incredibly difficult to navigate, and 
fraught with potential crises since TPA’s can suspend a 
person’s care with little or no oversight, placing families and 
individuals in an extremely vulnerable situation. By visits and 
meetings around Ontario, Participation House London was 
identified as a leading care agency with a “no discharge” 
policy, and V&C has advocated successfully for PHSS to be 
funded in Ottawa by the Champlain LHIN. 

Voices & Choices began out of the need for families to hear 
about other’s experiences, discuss problems and issues that 
arise, and provide mutual support in dealing with successes 
and failures that arise in this complex world of supportive 
living. 

Pullen Strong
Several of our family members live 
in Pullen House in Ottawa. This 
lovely poster appeared in the 
window, reputedly done by Tereza. 
Very nice and thanks to all the 
Pullen residents and caregivers who 
have been chatting and sharing 
online while self isolating.

Tune of the Day
Steve Martin and Kermit the Frog do a set. Enjoy!                 
(https://youtu.be/5gNuj8UkyC4).
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Housing: 

Housing is a major issue for 
m o s t p e r s o n s w i t h a 
disability and their families. 
The wait times for affordable 
housing across Ontario 
remain 5-10 years, and 
recently the pol icy has 
changed such that a person 
is only offered a unit that 
comes available once (rather 
than 3 times) before being 
re-listed to the back of that 
10 year waitlist. 

The Anglican Church is 
considering developing its 
Julian of Norwich property 
on Merivale Road with rental 
and ownership components, 
o v e r n e x t 5 y e a r s , i n 
partnership with Multifaith 
Housing and CAHDCO. 
(http://www.spurottawa.com/
julian-of-norwich-anglican-
church-re-imagines-their-
property/) 

Beyond Code 

One of our participant families, 
the Hoffmans, prepared an 
excellent brochure on accessible 
home design based upon their 
own home building experience. 
See it on our website - it is 
excellent.
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